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'Environment!'
Exhibited
By Connie Wright
Rotunda Staff
"Environment!" a collection of nine
sculptures and installations by Longwood College students, is on exhibit
in the Nottoway Room, Lankford
Building, through February 4.
The mixed-media sculptures deal
with a variety a views and concerns.
Some of the sculptures make statements on the natural environment, such
as pollution and the destruction of the
forests. Other sculptures deal with
social problems that create environments in which the human spirit is
destroyed of denigrated. Such issues
include homelessness, religious greed
and hypocrisy, conformity, corruption, and hostility toward minorities.
The sculptures are the result of an
assignment in Art 381, Introductory
Sculpture, taught by Jackie Wall. The
assignment was to create "an installation dealing with a social condition
that relates to an environment.. It must
include a figurative sculpture, halfsize to life-size, made of chicken wire;
at least one found object; and art materials, such as plaster, tissue paper,
fabric, or real clothes, to complete the
work."
Other sculptures dealing with the
social environment include Cary
Jamieson's sculpture "Scrutiny." This
piece was mounted on the wall, and it
was an internally lighted distorted torso
of a woman. While looking through
holes in the torso, one can see lighted
pictures representing physical issues
affecting today's women. The sculptor said, "women feel tremendous pressure to look like models."
Jaycen LeBlanc's sculpture, "Silent Triangle," is a depiction of the
crucifixion. A picture of IeBlanc's
sculpture was used on flyers advertising the exhibit. LeBlanc's said that
his sculpture represents "the inner feelmgsofloday'sminorities dealing with
the pressures of a social environment
in which they feel the best way tocope
is to conform."
Joe Silvus had the opportunity to

express his views by creating "The
New Power of the Church," which is
a sculpture of a seated Madonna holding a bag of money instead of the
Christ child. Silvus said that Madonna, who is representing the church,
"no longer holds the true prophet but
the new profit."
Jean Lee's untiued sculpture of a
woman exercising was covered with
magazine and other clippings with
messages about the women of today.
The clippings dealt with the pressure
placed on women by society concerning age, beauty, self, sex, money, family, attitude, health, and exercise.
Sculptures dealing with the natural
environment include Merideth
Wagner'| "Belly Up!" which depicts
a fish entangled in plastic litter.
Wagner's concern focuses on the
safety of water friends amidst pollution. Allison DuVall's "America the
Beautiful" was an ironic sculpture of
a tree covered with litter growing out
of a trashcan. A young girl gazes at
the trashcan in confusion and sadness.
Katie Allen and Jennifer
Ihlenburg's "Where Will I Play?" is
the sculpture of a young girl kneeling
beside cut trees holding a marking
ribbon that was once tied around the
doomed tree. This sculpture's artists
are concerned with the natural resources that are destroyed when land
is bought and commercially cleared of
its trees and wildlife.
Jennie Gordon's untiued sculpture
combines the human form with the
form of a tree to show the relationship
of the two. Gordon purposefully
sculpted the tree in the autumn stage
of life to signify the dying of the
environment. Gordon said, "Unless
we stop killing our environment, we
will die."
"Environment!" will be on exhibit
through February 4. It is open to the
public from 10am to 5pm, Monday
through Friday. This exhibit is part of
the Year of the Environment theme.

Anticipated Art Center Opens
Longwood's Center for the Visual
Arts opened in December in its temporary home in downtown Farmville.
The Center is leasing a 15,000square-foot building at Main and Third
Streets, Farmville's major intersection. Last occupied by Phillip Levy
Furniture, (be building had been vacant several years.
I .ongwixul has a two-year lease
on die building, with an option for
one-year renewals.
The Center's move to Main Street
was enthusiastically endorsed by
Farmville business and civic leaders.
An editorial in The Farmville Herald
called it "the biggest Christmas present
in town "
Dr. Georgia Coopersmilh, Director, said the l-ongwood Center for the
Visual Arts is the only art museum in
the slate to make promotion and preservation of Virginia art its primary
focus. The Center has established
archives on contemporary Virginia
artists, including extensive information on Southside Virginia folklife.
"The Downtown site will allow us
to exhibit Longwood's collections and
other shows, implement College-community arts programming, and begin
to establish our name," Dr.
Coopersmilh said. "It also will give
■

,"

Longwood students an opportunity to
gain experience in gallery and museum work and other aspects of arts
administration."
Architectural crafts by 11 Virginians are featured in me Center's inaugural exhibit, which continues through
Jan. 22. Interior design, architectural
glass, forged metal work, rock features
and waterfalls, faux finishes, and custom woodwork and furniture are included.
Opening February 5 at the Center
will be "The Age of Thomas Sully:
19th-century American Painting."
This exhibit will include 12 works
from I .ong wood's Thomas Sully and
His Contemporaries Collection, plus
some 50 works on loan from public
and private collectors.
In the spring, the Center will feature "Creative Solutions to licological
Issues," an international exhibit that
depicts how artists have worked with
scientists, engineers, city planners, and
architects to reclaim and transform
environmental disasters. That show is
part of Longwood's year-long emphasis on "The Environment."
A campaign to raise additional
funds for construction of the Center's
permanent home on campus will be
announced soon.

——

'As Is' Delivers Reality Smack
By Jennie Fennell
Editor In Chief
While AIDS continues to haunt
hundreds of thousands ot people, the
I Indcrground Players and the national
honorary drama fraternity. Alpha Psi
Omega practice their lines for die
upcoming production of William M.
Hoffman's "As Is."
Student director Scott Joyce is optimistic, but he recognizes that taking
on such a subject is not easy. "We've
got to be brave—you can't censor it,"
he said.
The play presents alternative
lifestyles; some actors play gay characters, but the focus of the play is
quick to point out that the disease is
blind to sexual orientation, gender,
and nationality. Joyce said, "It's not a
comforting issue. If you've had sex
since 1978, you'reatrisk." It "smacks
you in the face," as the title suggests.
"As Is," is not just about death.
The tone is positive, and its message
is about love, understanding, and especially hope. This is the first time on
stage for some actors and actresses,
and the cast is diverse, including people
from various social groups. The overall goal is to clear up many myths and

misconceptions about the disease and
to reinforce AIDS education. One
feeling the audience should notexpect
is comfort "The minute you tell people
it's okay, they stop listening," Joyce
said.
There are more than 1.000.000
people infected with AIDS today, and
the number is increasing at a frightening rate.
About the play, Joyce said, "It's
for everyone, but it's geared especially for the young. There are jokes,
but it's a serious subject — Death is
something we all have in common,
and the under-25 crowd has a 'we're
invincible' attitude. If we don't take
care of ourselves, we won't see the
future." The group that AIDS affects
at the highest rate now is heterosexual
women.
Atmosphere adds to the message
of the play. When the members of the
audience enter the theatre, (he experience begins. There will be information booths set up, including pamphlets and condoms with instructions,
and information about AIDS testing.
An AIDS tribute and memorial will be
on display with names, photographs,
and art work. The cast hopes to have
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die AIDS quilt on display as well.
The message of die play is not to
promote promiscuity. It simply suggests that if one is going to have sex,
make sure it is safer sex by using
proper protection. The production is
entirely student-run, and Joyce and
the cast are thankful for the support.
"Susan Bruce, especially, has given
massive support. It wouldn't have
been possible without her," Joyce said.
When asked what he hopes will

result from die presentation, Joyce
said, "1 would like to see Longwood
have an AIDS Awareness Day," and
he also hopes the audience members
will make sensible choices about their
lifestyles. "Those who come should
leave their prejudices at home."
"Ay Is" will be performed in the
Jarman Studio (Blackbox) Theatre at
7PM on February 10, 11, and 12, and
at 2 PM on Sunday, February 13.
Admission is free for everyone.

WLCX Brings Bandfest
By Jeffrey Sorensen
Rotunda SUIT
A few years back while Dave
Edwards was watching the television
buzz about the alternative concert
Ixillapalooza, a showcase of varied
bands not getting much airplay, he
whispered to himself, "Hey, Longwood could do something like that."
Since then that vision has more than
just materialized on campus, it has
begun to grow.
Seated behind a makeshift table set
on two empty crates that is covered
with beer bottles and ash trays,
Edwards gave a general overview of
the Second-Annual Longwood
Bandfest that wdl be held on April 9
from 7pm until 2am at Lankford Student Union. The event will be sponsored by both Wl .CX radio and Alpha

Sigma Alpha with possible support
from other Greek organizations. The
event is designed to introduce Longwood students to new music, and also
to show the influence of local bands in
the music field. The list of seven
scheduled acts include Plush Velour,
Animal Farm, Lucid Groove, and 77w
Seymores.
The first Bandfest attracted an estimated 150 students, but the turnout
for this year is expected to be between
300 and 500 people. This increase is
also found in the accompanying price
tag of the project, from $250 last year
to the current $1,500, but Edwards
Glacier or fountain? No need to worry—according to Dr. Darryl I\x>lc,
states that many students have inVice
President Academic Affairs, students will not have to make up the
formed him that it may well be the best
missed
days!
way student money is being spent
(continued on page 4)
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Chung's Performance Delights
Audience.

Ph<XoCredit: Eric Knudscn

The "Environment!" exhibit opened to a crowded showing. The exhibit will be open through February 4.
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Photo Features Mystery Artist's
Triptych.
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Longwood Women's Basketball
Team Take Pair, Now 11-5.
Page 6
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Four Decades Later... Your Opinion
Forty years ago, the Brown
v. Board of Education of Topeka case convened in the
United States Supreme Court.
Segregation of black and white
students was found unconstitutional, but certain areas of the
country did not recognize the
decision. Instead, bitterness
flourished when whites resisted
breaking down the walls of segregation, and in Prince Edward
County, Virginia, Prince Edward Academy was opened for
white students, while the doors
of the school for blacks were
shut
During the Spring of 1951,
black students boycotted the R.
R. Moton High School. The
County School Board refused
to honor their petitions to allow
them to attend school with the
whiles, and the NAACP took
the case to federal court the following winter. The result was a
new Robert R. Moton High
School that opened that fall.
During this time, most whites
argued that schools should remain segregated, and many
black families feared retaliation
from possible integration.
When the County ceased to dis-

cades ago, but so many students
in the County and at Longwood
do not realize the impact the
school closings had on the community, and many do not even
know that it even took place.
For many citizens of Prince
Edward County, the basis on
which the Academy was built
stirs anger and sour feelings.
Although the school is not limited to white students today, the
What, pray tell, did the com- memories remain.
munity expect to gain from this?
People can burn all docuOnly a few black students were
able to commute to schools be- ments and pretend as much as
yond the county line, but what they will, but the agony of the
happened to the others, who past is hardly silent. Many stuwere too young to work, and too dents never returned when the
young to understand why this schools were reopened, and
was happening to them? How therefore there is a lost generacan children actually compre- lion of people who could have
hend such a problem, when it become successful, important
doesn't really even make sense members in the eyes of society.
to adults? The decisions made Education is the most powerful
by Brown v. Board of Educa- means we have of cooperating,
tion ofTopeka were blantantly understanding, and growing.
ignored. It brings up horrible Fortunately, we no longer have
memories for those who experi- segregation and unbalanced openced it first hand, and it only portunities for students of all
baffles those of us who were not races in our school systems, but
around then.
it would be a blind observation
The intent is not to blame to say that we have reached
people for what happened de- genuine equality.
tribute funds to the public
schools, the Academy opened
for white children, while the
black children had nowhere to
turn for the following five years.
There is no doubt that the stubbornness on behalf of Prince
Edward County only caused unwarranted grief by denying the
children the opportunity to obtain an education.

All opinions expressed in unsigned editorials represents the majority opinion of the editorial board.

OPINION

Grant Greeks Fair Play

By KrUsy Poc
Rotunda Staff

In past issues of The Rotunda, almost nothing was written about Greek
life on campus. This is especially
concerning, considering (hat Longwood has a large community of active
sororities and fraternities. The activities of the (lark groups are more
diverse than parties and meetings in
the chapter rooms. Being Greek should
MM automatically label a student as an
alcoholic, party-going snob.
In between partying and social life,
community service projects are done
routinely by the members of the ten
fraternities and eleven sororities.
Obviously, members of Greek organizations are not wasting their entire
college careers on displaying their letters and consuming alcohol. 77i* Rolurula readers deserve to learn more
about a .sorority or a fraternity other
than what they hear and sec at parties
(Hiviously the former editor of The
Rotunda chose to remain blind to
Greek organizations perhaps due to
personal beliefs or conflicts. How-

ever, being an editor of any paper does
not allow personal bias to dictate the
content of the paper. The business of
reporting the news, whether for a small
paper in a small town or for an entire
nation, should remain detached from
any personal prejudices or grievances.
(An exception would be the editorials.)
Of course, in no way should Greek
life be glamorized or stressed. If there
is wrong-doing from a sorority or fraternity with definite news value, or
from any organization at all, there
should be no reason to withhold the
story from the paper. But a positive
contribution to the campus or Farmville from a Greek organization also
deserves publication. This is not an
effort to make the Greeks look bad,
but it is important to report if there is
definite news value and if the readers
have interest.

nor will it make students anti-Greek.
Newspapers inform their readers, but
the readers are responsible for (heir
own decisions and opinions. Readers
should not be denied newsworthy information simply because the editor
has wrongly infected the paper with
personal prejudices.

The Rotunda welcomes letters and opinion pieces from all members of the
Longwood College community on issues of public interest. Submissions
must be typewritten, printed, or on a Macintosh compatible disk composed
of 600 words or less, and must include the writers name, address, and
telephone number. This information is for verification purposes only. The
writer's name will be printed with his or her submission unless the Rotunda
is requested and given a valid reason to withhold that information. We
reserve the right to edit the length and content of submissions. Mail to:
Editor In Chief
The Rotunda
LC Box 2901
Farmville. VA 23909

Hospital Thanks Gibbs For Efforts
Editor, Rotunda:
On behalf of the 200 plus patients here at Piedmont Geriatric Hospital in
Burkeville, we would like for you to acknowledge one of your commuter
students, Ken Gibbs.
Ken made time in his already full schedule to help raise hundreds of dollars
in donations, which he collected and delivered here to Piedmont, for our
Operation Santa Claus.
Each year our Volunteer Services sponsors Operation Santa Claus to
provide Christmas for our population of over 200 geriatric patients. Ken heard
of our program and rallied to involve the Longwood Commuters Student
Association and took it upon himself to go out into our community and solicit
gift donations from churches and neighbors.
Thank you. Ken, and thank you Longwood students for your help as
volunteers in making a happy Christmas and better New Year foi our patients.
Brcnda W. Simms
Volunteer Services Director

Women Sought For Leadership Conference
Editor, Rotunda:
Sponsors of a national leadership conference to be held in Washington, D.
C. are seeking outstanding I.ongwood College women to participate in the
1994 "Women As Leaders" program. The two-week conference is scheduled
for May 16-28.
The intensive program is designed to offer a select group of 200 college and
university women an opportunity to sharpen leadership skills, examine their
personal aspirations, and explore the impact of women' s leadership on society.
They also will participate in a "Mentor for a Day" program, which allows
students to observe a professional woman throughout a typical business day.
The conference is presented by The Washington Center for Internships and
Academic Seminars. Scars Merchandise Group is sponsoring the program for
the second year, providing tuition and lodging for the 200 participants.
Students are responsible only for travel and living expenses.
Honorary co-chairwomen of the 1994 conference are Sen. Carol MoseleyBraun (I). 111.) and Rep. Susan Molinari < k . N. Y.). In addition, prominent
women leaders will lecture the group on topics related to women in leadership
roles.
Three women from each state, the District of Columbus, and Puerto Rico
will be chosen to participate in the program. An additional 44 students will be
chosen on a national at-large basis. Criteria for selection include leadership on
and off campus and the endorsement of the student's college or university
president. In addition, students returning to campus after the program are
required to address a campus or community organization on a leadership topic.
Women students may call (800) 486-8921 for information on availability
of applications. Applications also are available in the Mainframe departments
of Sears retail stores. Deadline for submitting applications is February 15.

Woman's Wisdom Neglected Treasure

STUDENT APPRECIATION DINNER

TRIBUTE TO MILES DAVIS

JEANNE WHITE

LET CIVILITY SING

March 5, 7:30 p.m., Jarman

Panel Discussion:
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues.

AN EVENING WITH NIKKI GIOVANNI

3pm - Sunday, Feb. 6,1994
ABC Rooms, Lankford Student Union

March 31, 7:30 p.m., ABC Rooms in Lankford

All are invited.

'* Please submit your essay, poem, story, or art for the 1994 Civility Book to
Phyllis Mable by March 1. There are cash prizes!

Longwood College
Box 2901
Farmville, VA
23909
E-mail:
rotunda@hvcvmlJwcedu
Founding Editor, 1920
Helen Skillman

Letters to the Editor and Opinion pieces do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the Rotunda. Signed pieces reflect the opinion of
the author. The purpose of this page is to provide a forum for
public discussion of issues, events, organizations, or persons.

The former editor wrote in a past
issue of 77K Rotunda, "there are a
number of options which an individual
may not choose to exercise, but which
should be accorded an equal amount
of respect." Well written and absolutely true, this statement should be
extended to every individual attending Longwood as a commuter or a
resident, Greek or non-Greek. Not
everyone will accept Greek organizations or their processes of selection,
but a newspaper does not print stories
based on acceptance of the subject. Janice R. Drummond, Sears Merchandise Group
Any organization or individual should I.aura Hudson, Ihe Washington Center
\ Inbiased and well reported, a story receive well reported, well written
involving a Greek organization will and unbiased coverage when there is a
not i ii i u the entire student body Greek, newsworthy of interest to the readers.
Editor, Rotunda:
There is perhaps no more neglected treasure then the wisdom of woman.
Few men arc able or willing to share the feminine point of view, for it is not
primarily linear or rational, but relational and intuitive. In science we can
compare woman to Einstein, who evaluated things according to the "relativFeb. 7, Blackwell Dining Hall
ity" to other objects, while Newton emphasized cause and effect.
These points of view are not contradictory or competitive but complementary. Unless both are considered, knowledge and society cannot succeed or
advance. Perhaps the original alienation of mankind from his Creator fostered
this division and consequent minimizing of the feminine mentality.
Dr. Charles Kinzer
Women have a special language which man can learn. Most women learn
early the language of men. By language we mean total presentation of person
and meaning. Women (including all ages) desperately want and need to be
Feb. 24, 1:15 p.m., Wygal
understood, and our confused race cannot attain full humanity until female
wisdom and language are permitted to flower and enter the mainstream. Girls
and women must be respected as equal sharers of the Divine Image, but of a
part that men lack and must share to be what they were created to become.
In this age of cataclysmic change, this is especially needed; for women are
Mother of Ryan White, who died of AIDS
the adapters, and men (for better or for worse) arc the changers. Women adapt
by sharing their experiences —supporting, and seeking meaningful insights to
offset and soften the harsh competitiveness that many men idolize, along with
Feb. 28, 8 p.m., Jarman
a need to control and manipulate.
And the Lord (ml said, "It isn't good for man to be alone. I will make a
companion for him. a helper suited to his needs " (Genesis 2:18).
Harvey L. Spcrry

A campus and community event featuring Rodney Williams

The
Rotunda

Sponsored by: Laruer Productions, L1MX£., & Unity.
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Editorial PoUcy
The regular deadline for
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prior to the Tuesday publication date. Materials to be
submitted for consideration
should be placed in the envelopes inside the publication office's dooron groundfloor Lankford or mailed.
Letters, personals, etc. must
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Found Art? This triptych was displayed in Blackwell Dining Hall by a mysterious artist.

Chung Channels Melodies
By Catherine Berlin-NiRhtengale
Rotunda SUIT
The audience that arrived at Wygal
Auditorium Tuesday January 25 to
hear Alan Chow was disappointed
and rewarded. Due to illness Chow
could not be present, but the Concert
Artists Guild provided a substitute:
Mia Chung.
Ms. Chung, who has served as a
United States ambassador to the Soviet Union, China, Thailand, and
Korea, paused before playing. She

leaned backward, grasping the base of
the chair tightly. As she began to play,
wisps of her short black hair sprung
free from the girlish bow that restrained
it as she gave every ounce of herself
over to the music. Chung's entire
body, her fingers having the smallest
role, performed the music.
Chung seemed to ride the waves of
her notes. At high pitches her feet left
the floor and she appeared to almost
float from her seat. During powerful
sections she crunched her body down

Save $3 on a
20"x30"
Poster Print

over the keys, at times hidden completely in the piano's embrace.
The facial ballet of Mia Chung
kept the audience's rapt attention (with
the exception of only one senior citizen who snored gently through
Beethoven's Sonata No. 32 in C Minor, Op.lll). Chung's expressions
foretold each emotion the audience
would hear just before it was brought
out by the music.
Chung, a veteran of the Baltimore
National Orchestra and the Ne whaven
Orchestra, became aware of her au'lience only after her first piece was
completed. .She stood timidly at the
edge of the stage, gave a shy smile at
the applause, and returned to the piano, once more oblivious of everything but her music.
Most of the standing room only
audience was emphatic in their applause. Several were witnessed wiping away tears. Each person responded

Choose your best-loved 35mm color
negative, slide or print and present it with
the $3 off coupon available in store.

to the music somehow, whether it
was a bob of the head or a t?p of the
toe.
"I loved it," Svetlana Durkovic, a
sophomore Anthropology major
commented. "It's so beautiful! It
brought tears to my eyes. The music
was like air for her. 1 feel sorry for
anyone who never hears her,"
Durkovic added. Durkovic is among
the many students required to attend
the Chamber Music Series performances; however she revealed that
she always attends the recitals out of
choice.
Chung, who holds a Bachelor of
Arts from Harvard, a Master's Degree from Yale, and a Doctorate from
Julliard, selected music for Tuesday
evening from Bach, Beethoven,
Schumann,
Gershwin,
and
Rachmaninoff. She makes her debut
at Carnegie Hall this April.

All The Stars
Turn Out For
AIDS Project
Salute

■Taid Advt Ttismtn t -

Offer good through March 31,1994.
One print per coupon while available.

Come in today!
CRUTE'S
"S

392-3154
101 North Main Street
Farmville, Virginia

"dive thanks unto the Imd. "
—Psalm 105:1

Sponsored by the
Student Union.

Wednesday
February 2

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. (AP)
— The entertainment industry's
brightest stars gathered to honor the
AIDS Project I.os Angeles, including
serenades from Bruce Springsteen and
the presentation of honors to first lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton
I he firmament of luminaries that
gathered Thursday night included
Barbra Streisand. Kli/ahcth Taylor
and Angela I ansbury. It was the sev

Friday
February 4

Rotunda Staff Meeting: reforming Arts Series: Board of Visitors MeetWe need you - come join Storyteller Andrenna ing: 9:30am. Virginia
Room
us! 4pm Office
Belcher, 8pm. Jarman
LP Movie: "Malcolm X,"
8 & 10:30pm. Commonwealth Ballroom

Submit your event/time/place to
Box 2901 for inclusion in the
Campus Calendar!!

The Fountain Rtxnn is still open to
students as always every Ihursday
and Friday nights through the end of
the semester. Ihe cost is $2.00, with
a student ID for those with meal plaas.
lor reservations, call Blackwell Dining Hall at 395-2072.

Watson Featured In Civility Program
RISK, a one-woman dramatic show
by Jamantha Williams Watson, will
open this year's Civility Program at
Long wood College.
The performance is scheduled for
Tuesday, February L at 7.30 PM in
Wygal Auditorium. It is open to (he
public at no charge.
In USE, Mrs. Watson will present
five educational and inspiring vignettes. In the first four, she portrays
historical characters, including the
Queen of She ha. a slave mother, an
entertainer at the famed Cotton Club
in Harlem, and a participant in early
efforts to integrate the public schools.
Ihe final vignette is futuristic, featuring Madame President of the USA.
Mrs. Watson is a Farmville native
and graduate of l*rince Fdward ('ounty
High School. She is the daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. James Samuel Williams.
While pursuing her undergraduate

degree from Hampton University,
Mrs. Watson directed, wrote, stagemanaged, and acted in college productions. In graduate school at Virginia Commonwealth University, she
studied theatre. u»p and African .time,
and business administration.
.She has appeared in several Films,
a television serial, and IV commercials. Most recently, she was an extra
in The Venion Johns Story," the
madc-for-tckvision nun about another
Prince I id ward County native who
was the forerunner of Dr. Martin
I uitn i King, Jr in the Civil Rights
Movement that began in Montgomery, Alabama.
Mrs. Watson lives in Richmond
with her husband Isaac, a native of
Liberia and (heir two sons. In addition to acting at every opportunity, she
is a free-lance writer and teaches a
dance class.

enth such annual gathering to honor
the work of APLA.

Miss I ansbury sang her signature
theme from "Beauty and ihe Beast"
Springsteen sang the theme song from
Miss Taylor made a dramatic plea the film "Itiiladclphia," the first ma
for an end to the epidemic.
jor studio drama about AIDS
Pleading for a concerted effort to
find a cure for AIDS, Miss Taylor luulicr Ihursday, the first lady travsaid, "I'lease, Odd. Maybe this year, eled across the nation's second largbecause we can't go on meeting this est city to give comfort to victims of
way "
the recent earthquake.

Campus Calendar
Thursday
February 3

Tuesday night. There has been more
baked ehicken and fish served recently
and the students seem to like it. "To
my surprise." she said, "students actually liked [the new options] and were
eating it.
[the new options] have
been very well accepted by the student body as a whole "
As students get more accustomed
to the healthier food, they CM prepare
themselves for some more exotic
changes in the future, such as couscous
(a fine mid-eastern pasta) and humus
(a Lebanese delicacy made from
crushed chick peas, lemon, and garlic).
There have been no major changes
in the Rotunda Market as of yet. A
good-lasting "garden-burger" is still
being sought by the dining hall and
will be difficult to find, simply because lhornlon is limited in what distributors she can purchase from. ()ther
obstacles include expense and estimated student acceptance.
Ihe Lancer Cafe has a brand-new
menu created by manager Angela
Lllinglon. Ihe menu includes new
sandwiches, all of which are prepared
with low-in-fat Healthy Choice luncheon Meals. Ihe Rotunda Market
offers one Healthy Choice Luncheon
Meat a day.

Have you noticed a change in the
dining hall food recently? Have you
been eating healthier without your
knowledge? According to the recently
appointed head of ARA Dining Services, Mary Thornton, l.ongwood has
recently instituted some changes that
she hopes students have noticed.
"We bought out the health fcxxl
store." says Thornton. In order to
satisfy the dietary needs of a diversity
of eating habits, the dining hall hopes
to provide healthier and more popular
options.
last semester, the dining hall conducted a survey of 202 students and
found the following statistics:
* 3.4% of the students eat red
meal more than once each day
* 11.5ft cat red meat once a day
* 29.8% cat red meat three to five
times a week
* 50. 5% eat mostly chicken and
fish
* 4.8 % are vegetarians
Some recent changes include a
daily pasta bar with a meatless sauce
in the Blackwell Dining Hall, as well
as a "natural foods bar" with a different bean or legume each day. According to Thornton, combining a legume
with a rice provides a very good source
of protein for non-mcat-cating students. "No more meat stock is used in
the preparation of the vegetables,"
says Thornton.
Now, meat-caters, do not fret; there
is still going to be plenty to choose
from for you. Ihe stir-fry bar will
now offer meat as an option each

Information on events should
be submitted to the Rotunda
Box 2901 by the FRIDAY vre
ceding the apjiropnate issue of
the paper

Saturday
February 5

Sunday
February 6

Monday
February 7

Tuesday
February 8

Admissions Open House
Ribbon-Cutting/Exhibit
Opening: 1pm. Center
for the Visual Arts
Men's Basketball
UNITED WAY DAY:
Queens(NC), 3pm Lancer

Gymnastics Clinic for
Children:
2-4:30pm.
I-ancer

Student Appreciation
Dinner: Dining hall

Theatre: "The Maggie
Walker Story," 9:45am,
12:30, & 7pm Jarman

LP Movie: "Malcolm X,"
9pm
Commonwealth
Ballroom

Faculty-in-Residence
series: "Using language
Skills to Improve Your
( ompctitivi- Edge in the
Marketplace" by Drs.
Frank moore St Cynthia
Wood, 7pm. ARC 2nd

Women's Basketball:
Queens, 5:15pm. Lancer
Sully Dinner

Panel Discussion: Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual Issues.
3pm. ABC Rooms, Lank-

ford. Sponsored by Lancir
Productions, LURE, and
UNITY.
Comedian: I'royThirdgill,
9pm. Commonwealth
Ballroom

I loot Lounge

BLACK HISTORY MONTH - THE YEAR OF THE ENVIRONMENT
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Pearle Probes Eye Qs

Allen Opposes Attempt To Extend
Health Benefits To Gay Partners

From laic nighl studying to early Ihc best way to avoid redeyes istogct
morning lectures, college students can enough rest, however, in the event
strain their eyes. F)r. Stanley Pcarie. that you can't I do not recommend
optometrist and founder of Pearle Vi- using over-the-counter drops to get
sion, Inc., is often asked about precau- the red out Ihose types of drops only
RICHMOND (AP) — Gov. George
tionary eye care techniques by college mask the problem and in some cases
Allen
says he opposes a proposal to
make
it
worse.
I
do,
however,
highly
students and their parents.
give
health
benefits to the partners of
recommend
using
over-the-counter
"( ollege students lend to be rather
gay
employees
at Virginia's public
artificial
tears
or
lubricants,
which
hard on their eyes." said I)r. Pearle
universities.
you
can
find
in
your
local
pharmacy.
"I .onp hours studying and late nights
"I'm on record, when it comes to
often take their toll even on the most If this doesn't help or you are experiinsurance
and things like that, against
encing
eye
pain,
see
your
optometrist.
physically fit."
(benefits
for)
domestic or homosexual
I've
always
had
20/20
vision.
My eyes gel really tired from
partners,"
Allen
said Thursday. "I
Now,
I'm
having
trouble
seeing
the
studying late at night What can I
don't
think
it's
proper
policy for Virblackboard.
Could
my
eyes
be
getdo?
ginia
to
condone
that
sort of behavThe simplest step you can take in ting worse already?
ior."
relkviDf your problem is to make Yes. Vision changes can occur at any
Allen's comments, echoed by ranksure that you are reading by good, age. An annual eye exam is critical —
ing
members of the Virginia General
bright light (at least 73 watts) As the even during college years — to help
Assembly,
were sparked by this
hours progress, many students begin detect any slowly developing changes.
week's
faculty
vote at the College of
Vision can also change rapidly often
K . hold their head closer to their work
William
and
Mary
urging that public
It's very important to keep your read- without warning signs. If this is the
university
employees
across the state
ing material approximately 16 inches case, make an appointment for a comaway from your eyes, which is typi- prehensive eye exam by an eye care
cally thedistance from your hand when professional immediately to determine
whether any special problems are de- CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) — Some
your elbow is bent at 90 degrees.
Also, no matter how much work veloping.
dormitories at die University of North
What should I do to keep my Carolina at Chapel Hill will be open to
you've got to cram into an evening,
it's critical that you lake frequent eyes from hurting if I fall asleep overnight guests beginning next fall
breaksandl(K)kinlolhedisiance. This with my contacts in my eyes?
under a revised visitation policy
simple eye exercise will help tremen- Pint, if you arc tired and know you adopted Friday by the board of trustdously to reduce the stress on your have a great deal of studying left to do, ees.
remove your contacts before you start
eyes.
The plan, which is expected to be
I work on a computer for many to nod-off. If you do fall asleep with phased in over at least two years,
hours a day — especially at term your contacts still in, be sure to flood offers students who want to entertain
paper time. Are there special glasses your eyes with saline solution before guests of the opposite sex three opattempting to remove the lens. Make tions: 24-hour visits all the time; 24
I can wear to protect my eyes?
Yes Even though you may not re- sure you can move the contact lens on hours only on weekends; and a 1 a.m.
quire glasses to sec clearly, your your eye before removing it. After curfew on week nighls and 2 a.m. on
optometrist can often fit you with a removing the lenses, continue to lu- weekends (the current campuswide
mild prescription to help case eye strain bricate your eyes with artificial tears policy).
caused by video display terminals or saline. Don't wear your lenses
"What we've done is to allow the
(VDT). Also, have all your glasses again until your eyes have fully recov- students of the University of North
coaled with ultraviolet and anti-re- ered. Your lenses will also need a Carolina (at Chapel Hill) the option of
flective coatings; lints will also help thorough cleaning.
deciding which policy they want to be
reduce the negative impact of VDTs
a part of," stated board Chairman John
Ihc best way to keep eyes physion your eyes. You might also want to
Harris.
invest in a screen thai fits over the cally fit is to have an annual eye exam
The new policy, approved by a 9-2
front of your computer monitor to and be fitted for corrective lenses, if vole, comes two months after trustees
necessary. Students may lire of hear- rescinded a trial 24-hour visitation
help radon glare — and eye strain.
Whenever I stay up a Itttie too ing parents and optometrists say, 'have policy in six UNC dormitories.
lule, my eyes are bloodshot the next your eyes checked," hut your eyes
morning. What can I do to cure this play a crucial role in achieving peak
academic and sports performance!
prolilem?

be allowed to share health benefits
with homosexual partners.
Faculty at other institutions, including the University of Virginia and
Virginia Tech, are pushing for similar
changes in benefits policies.
Secretary of Administration Michael
E. Thomas said any changes in the
awarding of benefits would have to be
made available to the entire state work
force of more than 100,000 people.
Such a change also would have to be
approved by the General Assembly
and signed by Allen.
One Republican leader is so concerned by the faculty vote at William
and Mary that be is considering legislation that would make slate law ex-

plicitly ban universities from providing health benefits to homosexual
partners.
"Sodomy is against the law in Virginia" said Del. S. Vance Wilkins Jr.,
R-Amhcrst, the House minority leader.
Even relatively liberal lawmakers,
such as Del. Bernard S. Cohen, DAlexandria said it is unrealistic to
think the General Assembly would
embrace the changes gay faculty members are pushing.
"I don't sec anything on the horizon
on that," Cohen said.
But George D. Greenia, a language
professor at William and Mary, said
he will continue what for him has
been a two-year crusade against dis-

Chapel Hill Dorms To Be Open To Overnight Guests
"I don't think in any way, shape or
form did we reverse ourselves," said
Harris, a Charlotte businessman.
"What I think we did is come up with
the best possible solution to an unusual problem."
Students who opposed the trustees'
November vote — even those who
staged a demonstration in the Pit after
that vote — praised the trustees' new
policy.
"It seems that everybody won in this
situation," said senior Kathleen
' i.HKI.HU

Association President Jan Davis
agreed, crediting the students for their
"mature" response to the board's November vote.
"I'd like to think it (helped)," she
said. "It showed them we were adults
... and should be treated like adults."
Trustees and UNC administrators
came under fire in October when news
of the trial 24-hour guest policy got
widespread media coverage. Outraged
parents and others wrote letters and

WLCX Brings Bandfest

Student Government News...
Students were rcccnUy initialed for the following positions in the Student
(iovcmincnt Association:
Joseph C MacPhail III
l*rcsident
Shawn M. Arlington
Vice President
Treasurer
Gregory R Rasnake
KirsienJ.Kaddell
Secretary
Senators 1-11
1 emiCole
Nancy Duller
Sonja Dcthea
Julie Duncan
Arlclier Goodwyn
Brittney lleldreth
Ross Homer
1 li/abcth Moriarty (Students Rights/Interest Chair)
BUM O'Connor (Physical Environment Chair)
Dana Silvcrthom (legislative Affairs Chair)
Tracie Blain
Andre Slalon
(ireck
Angle Tixnnbs
( lass of 92
Alison Ross
Class ol 93
Jenifer Smith
( las- ol •M
Class of'>S
Susan O'Prandy
Kelly Young
CSA
Rob Postel
K1IA
Abbie Martin (Committee on Committees Chair)
Ciihlialv Chair
Stephanie Fit/gcrald
AHS
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(continued firm page 1)
Even Matt Servis, who donated the
beer for this interview, is looking forward to the event although he will be
working with security during the performances.
The scheduling of die event, however, has had its drawbacks. The
increased budget for the radio sparked
an unusual second audit and funding
was withheld until certain missing
receipts could be explained. This
slowed down the planning of the event,
since money contracts were already
given to some bands with a possible
inability to pay.

Although the funding situation was
resolved, a second problem developed
concerning the planned beer garden in
the ABC rooms of the Student Union.
Within the past week, Edwards was
informed thai alcohol could not be
served, but the situation has since been
resolved favorably.
The situations were cleared up, but
Edwards claims thai they have put
unnecessary delays and stress in the
planning of the event. Nonetheless,
Bandfest '94 will go on as scheduled,
and Edwards promises dial it will be
well received and enjoyed by the student body.

r^RYLOuVMONOGRAMMING"1
104 N. MAIN ST. - EARMVILLE • 395-9593

I

I 10% OFF All Items In-stock
!
with LC ID!
(not including sale items)

cnminauon.
"The issue won't go away," Greenia
said. "We are asking for this because
we are families for all practical purposes."
The plan won endorsement from the
Virginiacbaptcrof the AmericanCivil
Liberties Union.
It is illegal in Virginia for same-sex
couples to marry.

CLASSIFIEDS
Service Master of Farmville
We clean carpet, furniture,
auto interiors, student/
faculty rooms or houses.
Call 392-6661!

SPRINGBREAKpackages. PROmade phone calls criticizing the new MOTE on campus or SIGNUP
policy, deluging some newspapers' NOW for rooms. $129 up.
letters to the editor pages.
Daytona, Panama, Cancun, etc.
University housing officials tried to CallCMI 1-800-423-5264
explain the trial had been two years in
the making and adopted by over- ••♦•SPRING BREAK «94**»*
whelming student vote in the affected Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
dormitories, but to litllc effect. Word Florida, Padre! 110% Lowest Price
that at least five other IFNC system Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
schools had already implemented and your trip is Free! TAKE A
some form of 24-hour visitation also BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
made little impact.
(800)328-7283.
Trustees met in late November and
quickly rejected the policy. Though FREE!! BlueGouramlFish. Call
some raised morality issues, the ma- Darren at 676-8438 after 7pm.
jority criticized UNC Chancellor Paul
Hardin and housing officials for fail- Dia duit. Interested in forming a
ing to notify them before implement- study group to learn Gaelic? If so,
contact Dr. Frank Howe @ 2338. Tir
ing the trial 24-hour plan.
The board then created a 13-mem- v.in Teanga Tir gan An.mi
ber visitation committee, which inDo you play the fiddle, guitar, banjo,
cluded trustees, parents, students and
tin whistle, or some other good noisehousing officials, to reconsider the
maker? Interested in playing tradiissue. After three meetings, the group
tional Celtic music? If so, contact Dr.
recommended the three-option sysFrank Howe @ 2338.
tem.

Mrs. Virginia - Psychic Palm Reader
What's in the stars for you?
Will you find love, success
and happiness?
Are you dealing with
the right people?
The answers to the questions
you are asking are just a
phone call away."

CALL 392-4849
1815 W. Third St.

Grand Opening Special! $5 off with couponI

SALE

SALE

Penelope
'Discount (Boutique

COMPUTER SUPPLIES SALE!

After Inventory
Sale

10% OFF with LC ID

Large Selection of'Merchandise

Featuring...

$6.99 - 9.99

•Large Stock of Varied
Computer Supplies
•Ink Cartridges
•Laser Printer Cartridges
•Printer Ribbons
•CD-ROM Multi-Media Kit Computers
and much more!

All winter items...
20% - 60% Off
Farmville Shopping Center
(Across from LC. beside Ultimale Fitness)

(Stop in today!)

R

MC - Visa - Discover

392-1899
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

EY Of IICF SUPPLY, INC
3Q2 S4BS
i

. .

I

SALE

SALI
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LIFE IN HELL
EXPLAINED

The original (ilob* Theater
burned down on Juno 2l», 161S.

.,*»•*.

©wee

dunng a performance of Shakespeare's "Henry VIII."
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The Rocky Horror Picture Show
(Words in parentheses not in puzzle)
Brad (and Janet)
Frank N. Furter
Riff Hall
Or. Scott
Magenta
Columbia

Rocky
"Time Warp"
Eddie
Dammit (Janet)"
Oenton
"Hot Patootle"
Transylvania
"(Sword of)
RKO (Pictures)
Damocles'
"(Sweet) Transvestlte" "(There's a) Light"

CHAOS Dy Brian Shuster

NONSEQUITUR

(tfe! KILL
THE <£F£L
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THE Crossword
1
6
10
14
15

ACROSS
Obvtous
A Qreeley word
Prejudice
Threadlike
OHkial
records

16 Qolllwogg

14

17 Deceptive leads
10 Nonesuch

r%

20 Cur*

The Amputation Diet Plan
C H A 0 S 6v turn sister

21
23
24
27
20
30
32
33
34
36
36
40
43
44
46
47
40
50
51
53
55

Timetable ebbr
Native of: auH.
Mandate
AaaumptkMi
What the world
IWOffVM Ofl
Ring wins
Wawje
Jaat
Ell
Detergent
Calabar been
alkaloid
Loud speaker
N.M. art
colony
Eminent
Qrp for
■oMIore
Treaty letters
Tiny
Necessity
—the bucket
Stage* or
changes
Newspaper
notices

56 Original
57 Scorch
56 Two— Sloth
60 Misleading
clue
65 Follow orders
66 Surface
67 Cinema
66 Pet dog
66 Appear
70 Cleaned
completely

"Waiter, two glosses of water, piease And none
of that tap stuff
mak*. sure this comes
straight irom the toilet.'

'
'•
"

DOWN
DlscontlnueO
By way Ot
Houee addition
Signs nl
allergies
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6 Nibbles
10 Frightening
sound
11 Will-© the
wisp
12 Sharp ridge
13 Withered
16 Ament
22 Entertained
24 Use tha oven
25 Live
26 Children s
game
27 Or. letter
28 Goll club
31 Yoked beasts
34 Motor part
35 Noted It.
tsmlly
37 Oater group
36 Stadium sound
41 Wigwam var
42 Decays

A£Rosotq«cz
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Possess
Musical dramas
vitality
Clay bock
-II - king..."
Inkires
Above

57
56
61
62

Fake
Change color
River in Scot
"—been to
Englend. "
63 Small drink
64 Obtain
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Most Wins Since 1989-90. Best Start Since 1983-84

Women Take Pair, Record Now 11-5
! ongwood's women's basketball
team continued its roll toward a recordbreaking season over the weekend with
two more victories. Coach Shirley
Duncan's squad defeated Chowan
(N.C.) College 82-44 in Lancer Hall
Friday night before traveling to
Takoma Park, Md. and claiming an
86-75 triumph over stubborn Columbia Union College Saturday night.
The Lancers, with three-straight
victories, improved to 11-5 and have
now won six of their last seven contests. The 11-5 record equals the best
start in women's basketball since
1983-84. That squad. Coach Duncan's
first at IC, went on to finish with a
school-best 16-10 record. The 198485 squad also won 16 games.
Longwood's 11 wins are the most in a
season since 1989-90wbenLongwood
completed a 14-12 campaign.
"We're very excited and pleased to
be where we are at this point," commented Duncan. "Our 11 games in
February will certainly be a challenge
for us."
Against Columbia Union, 1.('
jumped out to a 31 -10 ad vantage at the
9:19 mark of the first half behind the
play of sophomore Charity Owens
(Harnilton-Loudoun Valley) and sent or All-America candidate Ana Litton
(Winchester-James Wood). Owens

Female AtheleteS

File suit Against VT

scored eight early points while Litton
banged in seven. LC led 34-14 before
the hosts stormed back to cut the margin to 42-36 with just 2:52 remaining
in the half. The visitors, however,
scored the final six points of the opening half to hold a 48-36 lead at the
intermission. Litton finished the half
with 15 of her game-high 25 points.
Longwood opened its largest lead
of the game at 64-42 with 14:34 to
play as junior Sara Philbrick
(Harnilton-Loudoun Valley) scored
inside on an offensive rebound basket. Following a CUC timeout, the
Pioneers once again cut the margin,
this time to 66-50 at the 11:57 mark.
The Lancers still led 77-60 with 6:06
to play before the hosts made a final
run, closing within 81-73 with just
1:49 to go. A three-point play from
freshman Nikki Hall (SalemGlenvar) and two free throws from
Owens provided LC with the final
margin of victory.
"It was a very, very good team win
for us," said Duncan. "Our balance is
really bringing us through with a number of people stepping forward for us
"Nikki played a solid game, especially down the stretch. Anahasreally
stepped her defense up a notch and is
making good decisions on the court.
We were able to hold them off and pull
At Davidson (NC)

ROANOKE (AP) — A federal class
action lawsuit filed Tuesday by 12
female athletes at Virginia Tech accuses the university of discriminating
against women athletes by denying
female sports clubs varsity status.
"There are sacrifices a true athlete
must make to succeed, but being victimized by sex discrimination should
not be one of them," said Kathy Jones,
one of five field hockey club members
joining the lawsuit.
The other plaintiffs are members of
the women's Softball, lacrosse and
crew clubs. The lawsuit was filed in
U.S. District Court in Roanoke by the
National Women's Law Center on
behalf of all women who want to participate in varsity athletics at Virginia
Tech.
Club members must pay their own
way to travel to their games, are given
access to equipment only after the
varsity teams are finished and cannot
receive athletic scholarships.
Virginia Tech has women's varsity
basketball, soccer, track, volleyball,
tennis, cross country and swimming
teams. But the lawsuit said women
makeup41 percent of Virginia Tech's
enrollment and only 21 percent of
varsity athletes. The lawsuit asks the
court to order the university to elevate
the women's clubs to intercollegiate
teams. It also seeks to increase athletic
department funding to allow female
students "an equal opportunity to participate in university-sponsored sports
free from sex discrimination."
I lie lawsuit alleges (hat Virginia
Tech's athletic program violates Title
IX of the Education Amendments of
1972, (he federal law prohibiting sex
discrimination in education, and the
i .jii.il l*iniceti<HI Clause of the 14th
Amendment.
In (Xtober, an internal review concluded that Virginia Tech spends a
disproportionately small amount of

Sophomore Amy Bradley (Chesterfield-Lloyd C. Bird) is averaging
8.1 ppg. with 17 treys (2nd) and 41
assists (3rd). Bradley's 29 career treys
rank fifth all-time at LC. Hillgaard is
averaging 7.5 ppg. and 6.3 rpg. (3rd),
while shooting a team-high 55 percent from the floor and blocking a
team-best 18 shots. Hillgaard's 52
career blocks rank fifth all-time at
LC. Hallaveragcs6.5ppg.,hasdished
out a (earn-high 69 assists (4.3 avg.)
and adds 35 steals (2nd).
Blauvelt, who missed four games
while playing for the bronze-medal
winning Honduran Women's National
team in the Central American Sport
Games, averages 8.5 ppg. and4.5 rpg.
through 11 contests with eight treys
(3rd). Sullenberger has 26 assists and

six treys, both 4lh-best on the team.
Freshmen Shawna Donivan (Glen
Allen-Hermitage) and Kristi Lynch
(Burke-Lake Braddock) have seen
limited action in 11 and three games,
respectively. Donivan has scored 10
points with six assists and three steals,
while Lynch, slowed with an earlyseason stress fracture in her foot, has
scored two points with four rebounds.
Following a contest at Elon (N.C.)
College Wednesday night, Longwood
will host Queens (N.C.) College Saturday in Lancer Hall beginning at
5:15 pjn. after both schools' men's
teams play at 3 p.m.. Queens defeated
LC 66-58 Dec. 16 in Charlotte, N.C.
which should provide for an exciting
rematch this time around. You can
catch the latest on Lancer hoops each
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. on "Longwood Athletics Weekly", broadcast
locally on Tele-Media Cable Channel
2.
Saturday is United Way Day in
Lancer Hall as admission will be a
donation to the local United Way. The
local United Way will hold a drawing
between contests for a basketball
autographed by the NBA's Portland
Trailblazers, including former Longwood All-American Jerome Kersey.

Owens Selected
Wrestlers Third In Lancer Duals Player Of The Week
longwood's wrestling team hosted
the 11 th Annual Lancer Duals roundrobin tournament this past Saturday
in Lancer Hall and finished in third
place winning (wo of (hrec matches.
Ashland (Ohio) University, ranked
10th in NCAA Division II wrestling,
claimed the Lancer Duals Championship with three victories. Coach Steve
Nelson's matmen are now 7-8 in dual
meets this year.
Longwood began the day against
Ashland and fell 45-0, but rebounded
for (wo big wins. LC defeated Southeast Region foe Norfolk State University 24-19 before edging The Apprentice School from Newport News 2823 in the consolation match. AU
defeated Pembroke State (N.C.) University 40-3 in the championship.
"I was tickled with the way we
competed today," commented Nelson.
"We wrestled extremely well. We
grew up a lot and this will help us
down the road."
Leading the way for LC with 2-1
marks for (he day were junior Bryan
Hartley (Yorktown) at 167 and freshmen Will Behan (Alexandria) at 118

was 0-3 for the day, while freshmen
Shawn Carr (Courtland) and Sean St.
Clair (Ashburn) went 0-2 and 0-3,
respectively. Helbcrg, out the past
several weeks with an injury, lost a
KHigh 12-7 decision to the nation's
top-ranked 190-pounderin Ashland's
Larry Kaufman. Helbcrg then lost 118 to NSU's heavyweight before losing
by injury default against The Apprentice School. Carr lost his matches at
heavyweight while St. Clair wrestled
at 150.
Top records for LC to this point in
the season belong to Mauldin (18-8)
and Hartley 16-6). Others include St
Clair (9-10), Behan (8-9), Safa (8-16),
Eberly (7-8). Helberg (6-8) and injured junior David Franklin (Dallas,
Texas), who is 7-7 at 158/167.
Longwood is off this week until
Sunday when they travel to Davidson
(N.C.) College to participate in the
Davidson Duals along with Davidson,
The Citadel. Georgia State and UNC
Greensboro. Following the Feb. 13
VirginiaCollege Division State Championships at Newport News, IX! will
host the NCSS Division II Southeast
Junior Mark Helbcrg (Dumfries) Regional Feb. 20 in lancer Hall.

and Karl Eberly (Southampton, N J.)
at 158. Hartley beat NSU's Charles
Daniels, ranked seventh in the nation.
7-6. Hart'cy also defeated his foe
from The Apprentice School and losl
a close match (o his opponeni from
AU.
"Bryan wrestled well today," said
Nelson, who added that Hartley will
be ranked first in the next regional
rankings.
Winning one match each for the
lancers were senior James Mauldin
(Norfolk) at 177, sophomores Joey
Hearl (Ararat) at 126 and Joe Main
(Stafford) at 177, and freshmen Dain
Hammond (Staunton) at 150, Hunter
Martin (South Boston) at 142 and
PouyaSafa(Sterling)at 134. Mauldin
was 1-2 and dropped a tough 5-3 match
at 190 against NSU's eighth-ranked
James Hayes. Hearl was also I-2, as
were Main, Martin and Safa.
Hammond was 1-1 wresUing for the
"It" team. Main also wrestled for the
"B" team and was 0-2 at 158. yet
picked up a forfeit victory at 177
against NSU.

year in athletic fees, which make up
3 5 percent of the athletic departme nt' s
revenue.
"Considering the state's desire to
limit increases in tuition and fees, we
may be limited in how much we can
raise the athletic fee," Virginia Tech
vice president Minnis Ridenhour said
in a statement.
The National Women's Law Center
said U.S. appeals courts in Denver
and Boston have ruled in favor of
Virginia Tech in the past two years female athletes in similar cases and
has upgraded salaries of women's the U.S. Supreme Court last fall resports coaches and increased spending on women's sports by $140,000.
Each student now pays $156 per

resources on women's sports. At a
board of visitors meeting Feb. 14, a
study commiHee will present a plan (o
address (be inequities over the next
five years, Virginia Tech spokesman
Iarry Hincker said.
"We believe we have been making
good progress toward gender equity,"
Hincker said. "We believe the plan
will address (heir concerns," he said
of the plaintiffs.
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Longwood's career scoring leader is
former All-American Carmine
Bamette (Chase Clty-Bluestone),
with 1,569 points.
Other averages for LC include
Philbrick's consistent 13.7 ppg. and
team-high 10.1 rpg.. Philbrick is
shooting 53 percent from the field
(2nd) and adds 32 steals (4th). Owens
adds 8.8 ppg. and9.7 rpg. (2nd), along
with 50 percent shooting (3rd), 33
steals (3rd) and nine blocked shots
(2nd).

College Duals ZZtft Sunday
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the triumph.
Litton added five assists, three treys
and two steals to her 17 points.
Hillgaard added 14 points, a gamehigh 11 rebounds and four blocked
shots for LC, while Philbrick contributed 12 points and seven boards.
Blauvelt and classmate Ginger
Sullenberger
(WaynesboroSpotswood) each scored eight points
with Hall adding a game-high four
steals.
Through 16 games, Litton continues to lead LC with her 21.9 ppg.
scoring average. Litton adds a teamhigh 49 three-pointers and 46 steals,
51 assists (2nd) and 6.0 rpg. (4th).
Litton's 49 treys is second-best in a
season at LC behind injured teammate
Cassie Ensley's (Olney, Md.-Albert
Einstein) 54 two years ago. Ensley,
Against Chowan, LC explode*! to out since the second game this season
a quick 25-2 advantage hallway with a knee injury, could possibly
through the opening half en route to a return to action around mid-February.
huge 40-14 lead at the intermission.
Litton's career numbers also conLitton scored 12 of her game-high 17
tinue
to mount as she now has 1,418
points in the first half. Coach Duncan
career
points at LC to rank fourth allwas able to empty her bench and play
time.
Litton's
other career totals and
everybody during the second half
rankings
include
126 three-point field
against the winless Braves. LC'slarggoals(lst),
15.4
scoring
average (4th),
est lead of the contest, 80-36, came
562
field
goals
(4th),
235
assists (4th),
with 2:46 remaining on a three-point
hoop from Blauvelt. All 10 Lancers 214 steals (4(h) and 30.4% three-point
percentage
(4th).
dressed for the contest scored during shooting

away.
In addition to her 25 points, Litton
added seven assists, five rebounds,
three steals and two three-point field
goals. Philbrick finished with 19 points
and a game and career-high 15 rebounds, her ninth double-double of
the season. Philbrick was8-9 from the
floor and 3-3 at the free throw line,
adding three assists. Owens had 12
points and 10 boards along with three
steals, while Hall added nine points,
seven assists and three steals. Junior
Kirsten Hillgaard (Arlington-Washington & Lee) and freshman Claudia
Blauvelt (Farmville-Prince Edward
Co.) each contributed nine points as
well. Hillgaard also had two blocked
shots and Blauvelt grabbed nine rebounds and connected for two treys.
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TERRY'S
BAKERY
113 N. Main Street
I .urnville. Virginia

392-8639
Order your 'Heartshaped cakes and
cookies for your
Sweetheart!

fused to hear an appeal by Colorado
Slate University after it was found to
have violated Tide IX amendments,
law center attorney Ellen Vargyas
said, "Women are being denied many
valuable benefits that accompany participation in organized athletics..."

Longwood sophomore women's
basketball player Charity Owens
(Harnilton-Loudoun Valley), who
scored 38 points with 28 rebounds in
three victories last week, has been
selected Longwood College Plaver
of the Week for the period Jan. 23-30.
Player of the Week is chosen by the
Longwood sports information office.
Owens scored 12 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds last Saturday as
longwood defeated Columbia Union
(Md.) College 86-75 on the road.
Owens was 3-7 from the floor and 69 at the free throw line, with three
steals and an assist in the triumph,
LC's third straight. The lancers are
now 11-5 and having their best season
since 1983-84.
Last Friday night against Chowan
(N.C.) College, Owens played just
19:55 in an 82-44 triumph. Owens
scored five points with four rebounds,
two steals, one assist and one blocked
shot. She was 2-3 from the floor and
1-2 at the line.
Last Monday, Owens scored a career-high 21 points as LC blasted High
Point (N.C.) University 94-63. Owens
added a game -high 14 rebounds along
with a game and career-high seven
steals with one assist and one block.
Owens was 7-11 from the floor and 78 from the charity stripe, for the
week, Owens was 12-21 from the floor
(57 percent), and 14-19 from the free
throw line (74 percent), while averag-

ing 12.7 ppg. and 9.3 rpg..
"I thought Charity had an outstanding week, especially at High Poin(
with her scoring and steals," commented Coach Shirley Duncan. "She
gives us very solid defense and she
also made some crucial free throws to
seal the win at Columbia Union."
A graduate of Loudoun Valley
High School in Purcellville, Owens is
a psychology/special education major
at Longwood.
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Dress for the
Formal Occasion
Cocktail Dresses
Tuxedos
Accessories

Coruris
Bridals, Formats! & Tuxedos
233 N. Main Slreel
Farmville, Virginia 23901

(804)392-5111

LONGWOOD COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
Cold Weather Special
JanSport®
Heavyweight
Crewneck
Sweatshirt.
Gray with Navy
Blue Trim.

LONGWOOD

Only
$19.95
Reg. 34.95
Sale Ends 2/11/V4
While quantities lasl

Stop by today!
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8AM - 5PM
PHONE 395-2084

